Atomic magnetometers have achieved magnetic sensitivities in the subfemtotesla regime. Their bandwidth is determined by the transverse spin relaxation rate, 1=T 2 , which also determines the magnetic sensitivity. It is theoretically demonstrated that by using an electromagnetically induced transparent probe beam in a pump-probe atomic magnetometer, it is possible to operate the latter at frequencies much higher than its bandwidth, maintaining a high signal-to-noise ratio. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.230801 PACS numbers: 07.55.Ge, 32.80.Bx, 42.50.Gy Atomic magnetometers [1] [2] [3] have recently become competitive with the well-established superconducting sensors (SQUIDs) [4] , reaching magnetic field sensitivities on the order of 1 fT= Hz p . In particular, the spin-exchange relaxation-free magnetometer [5, 6] has demonstrated a sensitivity of 0:54 fT= Hz p and has a projected shot-noise limited sensitivity of less than 0:01 fT= Hz p with a measurement volume less than 1 cm 3 . These sensitivity levels enable several applications of atomic magnetometers, ranging from biomagnetic measurements [7] to precision tests of fundamental symmetries [8] . For almost all of the magnetometer's applications, the frequency response is of equal importance. The zero-field pump-probe magnetometer discussed in [6] has a frequency response equivalent to a first order low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency ! c on the order of 1=T 2 , where 1=T 2 is the alkali atom transverse spin relaxation rate, proportional to the atom density. To increase the bandwidth it is therefore necessary to operate the magnetometer in the optically very thick regime, necessitating impractically high temperatures and degrading optical pumping. In this Letter we show theoretically that by creating electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) of the probe beam, we can operate the magnetometer closer to the atomic resonance. The enhancement of the magnetometer's response thus obtained allows its operation at frequencies well beyond the bandwidth, while maintaining a high signal-to-noise ratio.
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We will first consider an optical pumping pump-probe magnetometer with two-level (spin 1=2) ground and excited state atoms (TLA). In Fig. 1(a) we display the geometry of the optical pumping magnetometer. The atoms are optically pumped along theẑ direction with a circularly polarized pump laser, producing a spin polarization, P z , of the atomic vapor. A magnetic field along theŷ axis, B y , produces a polarization component P x , proportional to B y , which induces a rotation of the polarization plane of a linearlyŷ-polarized probe beam, that illuminates the vapor along thex axis. This is due to the paramagnetic Faraday effect. The rotation angle, , is proportional to P x , and thus to B y . The measurement of is based on the detection of the probe laser intensity falling on a photodetector after a crossed analyzer. The measured signal is
where I 0 is the incident probe laser intensity, is the probe laser absorption cross section, A is the probe laser beam area, and N the number of alkali atoms in the vapor volume, V A', traversed by the probe laser. The Bloch equations describing the time evolution of the polarization are
where R is the optical pumping rate alongẑ and R pr is the pumping rate due to the probe beam. Both add to the ground-state spin decoherence. If we only consider an ac-magnetic field along theŷ direction with frequency !, then the solution of the above equations in the rotating frame (taking into account that B y 1=T 2 ) is
where ! c R R pr 1=T 2 is the magnetometer's bandwidth and P z R=! c . If we define component of the total spin of the N-atom ensemble, we can write hJ x i NP x . The measured Faraday rotation angle is proportional to hJ x i, namely
where is the probe laser detuning and ÿ the FWHM of the optical transition. In the following we will show that by using EIT we can enhance the rotation angle for a given magnetic field B y by a factor , where 1 in the usual (no EIT) case. The uncertainty in the measured magnetic field is
where
. In order to maximize the magnetic sensitivity and the measured signal, the derivative @hi=@B y and P z have to be maximum. It easily follows that both conditions are met when R pr & R 1=T 2 . Ignoring factors on the order of unity we find that @hi=@B y T 2 hJ z i, where hJ z i=N P z is the spin polarization produced along theẑ axis by optical pumping, and the magnetometer's bandwidth is ! c 1=T 2 . For high frequencies ! ! c , it follows that
The uncertainty in the rotation angle measurement has two sources: spin noise and probe laser shot noise. Therefore, 
Since spin noise is band limited to ! c 1=T 2 , the power spectral density of the magnetic field noise, B 2 y;spins (in units of T 2 =Hz), will be given by B 2 y;spins
y;spins . The uncertainty in the rotation angle, laser , due to the shot-noise fluctuations of the probe laser intensity detected after transmission through the vapor, is [9] 
, where _ N tr is the transmitted photon flux and the photon detection quantum efficiency. The magnetic sensitivity can thus be written, after introducing the spinsqueezing parameter [10] N p J x =hJ z i, as
where, after setting _ N tr P inc e ÿN=A =hc= with P inc being the incident probe laser power,
Thus the spin-noise term in the magnetic sensitivity is unaffected by an enhanced rotation angle, whereas the photon noise is suppressed. Usually the latter can be neglected, i.e., 2 1. Moreover, without spin-squeezed atomic ensembles, 1, so that B 1= NT 2 p , which is the formula most frequently used, and which is at the level of 0:01 fT= Hz p for the operating parameters of the spin-exchange relaxation-free magnetometer. In actual experiments there are other dominant noise sources limiting the sensitivity to values higher than the shot-noise sensitivity we just calculated. The most common is thermal magnetic noise arising from Johnson currents in the conductive magnetic shields, which is on the order of 1-10 fT= Hz p , well above the magnetometer's shot noise. Considering [11] that the thermal magnetic noise is band limited to about 1 kHz, the total noise, N, in the measured signal (1), will be for high frequencies ! ! c , to within an arbitrary factor,
where thermal is the low frequency (! ! c ) rotation angle fluctuation due to the thermal magnetic field and nm represents all other noise sources of nonmagnetic origin. Applying a magnetic field at frequency !, corresponding to a rotation angle , the signal will be
There are at least two ways of taking advantage of the enhancement . First, one can choose ! > ! c so that Hz, as reported in [6] , we can choose ! 50! c 2 1 kHz as an operating frequency. Second, one can approach shot-noise limited magnetic field detection, albeit at a lower magnetic sensitivity, by using a high relaxation rate atom, such as cesium (for which ! c 1=T 2 1 kHz and B y 0:1 fT= Hz p ), in order to move into the frequency region of the falloff of the thermal magnetic noise (a few kHz), while enhancing (by ) spin noise.
In order to create this rotation angle enhancement, we will consider the inclusion of two more ground-state sublevels (belonging to a different ground-state hyperfine level of a realistic alkali atom), and we will also add a strong drive, linearly polarized laser beam, copropagating with the weaker probe laser. Both drive and probe lasers can be decomposed into a and a ÿ part, inducing the couplings shown in Fig. 2 . We thus obtain two coupled systems, allowing the probe laser to experience a steep dispersion near resonance. It is moreover possible to completely eliminate absorption by means of a small repumping rate from the probe-ground states to the drive ground PRL 97, 230801 (2006) P
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230801-2 states, thus creating a region of negative absorption (gain) and tuning the lasers so that zero-absorption coincides with large dispersion, as has been already demonstrated [12] . This incoherent repopulation of the drive states is achieved by the present optical pumping laser (which couples only to the jgi, j gi states). The dynamics of the system are governed by the Liouville equation:
where is the 6 6 density matrix with elements ij , with i, j 1; . . . ; 6 corresponding to the states g, e, c, g, e, c, respectively. The Hamiltonian H contains the coherent interaction of the atoms with the probe laser, the drive laser, and the applied magnetic field, and is given by (14) were arrived at in the absence of the probe laser. These populations were then used in the full equations and were considered to be unaffected by the weak probe laser. The solution of the latter leads to the coherences (15) , which reduce to the usual two-level atom equations for d 0, as should be the case. The rotation angle of the probe laser polarization is then given by [13] :
where < xy is the real part of xy . The solution for ge and is plotted in Fig. 3 . It is to be noted that even narrower Raman resonances are readily observable [14] . The thick lines in the same figure come from a numerical simulation involving the full 85 Rb level structure, with the 5S 1=2 , F 3 states corresponding to the jgi states, the 5S 1=2 , F 2 corresponding to the jci states, and the 5P 1=2 , F 2, 3 corresponding to the jei states. We concluded that the toy 6-level model gives an adequate qualitative description of the system dynamics and results in the same enhancement factor derived from the full numerical calculation. Thus the analytical expressions obtained for the 6-level system were integrated over a Maxwell velocity distribution in order to study the influence of the Doppler broadening on the magnetometer's operation. This was done by including the velocity dependence of the probe and drive laser detunings, pd v pd ÿ k pd v, with k pd 2= pd and v thex-axis projection of the atomic velocity. The above calculations were performed for rubidium atoms, and we considered T 2 being determined by spin-destruction collisions, i.e., 1=T 2 sd vRb 100 Hz, where sd 9 10 ÿ18 cm 2 [15] and [Rb] a typical rubidium number density. In the Doppler-free case, the optical pumping rate was R ' 1=T 2 , while the Rabi frequency and detuning of the drive laser were d ' 5 ÿ=T 2 p and d 4ÿ, respectively, and the Rabi frequency of the probe beam was p ' 3:3 10 ÿ4 ÿ const. After including Doppler broadening, p and R were left unchanged, whereas a numerical optimization procedure was followed to determine the optimum values for d and d for any given value of atomic number density, resulting to d 200ÿ and d ÿ. In Fig. 4 we plot the rotation angle enhancement factor, , as a function of atom number 
Inclusion of ground-state sublevels jci, j ci, and of the drive laser, coupling them to j ei and jei, respectively. The levels are degenerate since along thex axis the magnetic field is zero.
PRL 97, 230801 (2006) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending 8 DECEMBER 2006 density. It can be seen that is lower when including Doppler broadening due to lowering and widening of the dispersion profiles, while their TLA counterparts are essentially unaffected (due to very large detunings). Moreover, for relatively low number densities there is no enhancement since the large d needed to create EIT conditions also requires large pumping rates for a point of zero absorption to appear, which leads to a reduction of the Faraday rotation angle and . However, we see that there is a useful range of atomic densities, spanning almost an order of magnitude, where enhancement is significant and can be used to expand the magnetometer's bandwidth.
In this Letter we have not treated the effects of the presence of a buffer gas on the EIT resonance, since there are several magnetometry applications using antirelaxation coated cells with no buffer gas [1, 16] . Nevertheless, there is recent experimental evidence [17] concerning the high visibility of CPT resonances in alkali vapors with high buffer gas pressures. In conclusion, we have shown how to operate an atomic optical pumping magnetometer at frequencies almost 2 orders of magnitude higher than its bandwidth and still maintain a high signal-to-noise ratio. This measurement scheme could also be of use in quantum nondemolition techniques [18] , where the absorption of probe laser photons prevents the realization of Heisenberglimited magnetometry. Finally, even larger enhancements could be contemplated by entering into the gain region of the EIT resonance. 
